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Department

EES 402-010

Environ Sci Fdn For Policy
Des

EES-Earth & Environmental
Sciences

EES 415-010

Paleoclimatology

EES-Earth & Environmental
Sciences

ES 401-010

Phil-Pol &Environ Legal
Design

IDPA-Interdepartmental Arts

POLS 430-010

Movements & Legacies Of
1960'S

POLS-Political Science

WGSS 405-010

Exprnce UN: Gender&Ed Intl
Dev
IDPA-Interdepartmental Arts

WGSS 418-010

Gendered Exper Of
Globaliztion

IDPA-Interdepartmental Arts

Course Description

Focused or
Topics

This course explores the science behind the environmental issues that bear on policy process at local, national and
global scales. The course delves into the science of selected environmental issues that have either arisen from
anthropogenic activities, that impact social systems, or that help policy-makers understand the consequence of
different policy options. The course consists of readings and discussions of timely topics and one major project.
Topics
Overview of climate system, including energy budget, feedbacks, atmospheric and ocean circulations, and their
interactions. Earth’s climate history and mechanisms of past climate variations at various time scales, with
emphasis on late Quaternary. Lectures, presentations and discussion of recent literature, especially on approaches
to studying climate change and paleo-perspectives on ongoing climate change. Must have graduate standing in
EES, or consent of course instructor.
Topics
A basic class for graduate students on the idea of policy design, as opposed to standard economic analysis of
public policy and its application to various domestic and international environmental dilemmas. The course will also
introduce the idea of Philosophical-Policy, or the use of integrated philosophical systems to justify specific policy
design arguments, through the use of two distinct theoretical paradigms that focus on, specifically, the integrity of
the natural environment and the capabilities of humans in relation to ecosystems.
Topics
The lessons and legacies of 1960s social and political movements. Students examine civil rights, black power
movements, the New Left, campus protests, the Vietnam war and antiwar movement, the counterculture, women’s
and ecology movements and assess their connection to democracy, today’s world, and their own lives.
Topics
Building on the Lehigh University/United Nations partnership initiative, this course provides a structured practical
experience for students to learn about the dynamics of NGO/UN relationships by representing one of the
underrepresented international NGOs at the United Nations. Equips students with necessary experience,
understanding, and skills in international education development such as policy brief writing and education sector
analysis.
Focused
Women and men experience globalization differently and globalization affects women in different cultural and
national contexts. Gender stratification has been intensified by the transnational flow of goods and people. provides
students with a survey of new development in feminist theories on globalization and on gender stratification and
development, and links these theoretical frameworks to empirical research about gender issues that have become
more prominent with globalization.
Topics

